Business X Union is extremely excited to announce the partnership with Trevor. G. Johnson. As we
are constantly building and growing our company and network, we believe that with Trevor on our
team there is absolutely nothing we cannot achieve.
Trevor G. Johnson is currently involved in and sitting on the board of directors for a number of
companies. One of them being the director of European operations for Concours Investment Group.
In this role, Trevor looks after all aspects of the business from project management, client relations
and sourcing assets. His enormous network that ranges from luxury companies, world leaders, high
end investors and celebrities is beyond impressive and we are fortunate he is finally representing
BXU.
A big believer in the power of networks and giving back. Trevor supports many charities and
foundations. He currently is an advisor to the little dreamers foundation that supports under
privileged children reach there life goals. The amount of work that he puts into building relationships
and business partners around the world is second to none.
Trevor is no stranger to big business on a global stage, having spent 11 years living abroad and
building many relationships and companies around the world. He has successfully worked with many
industrial giants in North America and Europe over the last seven years.
Before joining the BXU team, Trevor played professional hockey for more then fourteen years. A
career that took place in the tops leagues in North America and Europe which saw him play in an
impressive six IIHF world championships.
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Trevor's ability to lead and take charge of situations is essential for our future. His network and
contacts around the globe are vital for our growth as a company and we believe these partnerships
are priceless to our clients.
Kindly,

Trevor G Johnson
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